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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution to browse items on the group detail page. 

What should you include in the recommendation? (More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the
BEST answer.) 

A. the SemanticZoom control 

B. a custom gesture recognizer 

C. code to handle pinch and stretch gestures 

D. code to handle mouse wheel events 

Correct Answer: A 

*

 Scenario: 

The app must have a second view of the group details that displays the name, a description, and an image of each
item. 

Users must be able to use the mouse wheel or pinch gestures to move between the two views of the group detail page. 

*

 A semantic zoom control allows the user to zoom between two different semantic views of the same data set. One 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to recommend a solution to implement the Check gesture for the item detail page. 

Which two components should you include in the recommendation? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
Choose two.) 

A. an event handler 

B. an InkCanvas control 

C. the Windows Kinect SDK 

D. the Microsoft gesture recognizer 

E. the SemanticZoom control 

Correct Answer: AD 

Example: 

private void OnPointerMoved(object sender, Windows.UI.Xaml.Input.PointerRoutedEventArgs args) 
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{ 

// Route the events to the gesture recognizer. 

// All intermediate points are passed to the gesture recognizer in // the coordinate system of the reference element. 

this._gestureRecognizer.ProcessMoveEvents(args.GetIntermediatePoints(this._reference)); 

// Mark event handled, to prevent execution of default event handlers args.Handled = true; 

} 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to ensure that launching the app displays the required information. 

From which ApplicationExecutionState enumeration should you configure the user interface state? 

A. ClosedByUser 

B. Suspended 

C. NotRunning 

D. Running 

E. Terminated 

Correct Answer: E 

The user closes the app through the close gesture or Alt+F4 and takes longer than 10 seconds to activate the app
again. 

*From scenario: The app must meet the following technical requirements: 

Retain state for each user and each device. 

Restore previously saved state each time the app is launched. 

Your app can use activation to restore previously saved data in the event that the operating system terminates your app,
and subsequently the user re-launches it. 

The OS may terminate your app after it has been suspended for a number of reasons. The user may manually close
your app, or sign out, or the system may be running low on resources. 

Ref: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/apps/hh464925.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to implement the required image magnification and manipulation requirements for selected images. Which
actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. Use the ManipulationDeltaRoutedEventArgs.Delta.Expansion value to implement optical zoom. 
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B. Add a ManipulationMode attribute to the Selectedlmage object and set the attribute to Translate. 

C. Use the ManipulationDeltaRoutedEventArgs.Delta.Scale value to implement optical zoom. 

D. Add a ManipulationDelta event to the SelectedImage object. 

E. Add a ManipulationMode attribute to the SelectedImage object and set the attribute to All. 

F. Add a ManipulationComplete event to the SelectedImage object. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

* From scenario: 

Ensure that users can change the magnification of the selected image and resize the image by using pinch and stretch
gestures. Scaling should be fluid and precisely controlled by the user. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a Windows Store app that will back up video files. 

The app will support videos up to 1 GB in size. 

If users lose their device, they must be able to restore the video files to a new device. 

You need to recommend a storage solution for the app. 

Which storage solution should you recommend? 

A. Windows Azure blob storage 

B. SQLite for Windows Runtime 

C. windows Azure Table Storage 

D. video library 

Correct Answer: A 

Azure Blob storage is a service for storing large amounts of unstructured data that can be accessed from anywhere in
the world via HTTP or HTTPS. A single blob can be hundreds of gigabytes in size, and a single storage account can
contain up to 200 TB of blob, queue, and table data. 

Common uses of Blob storage include: 

Serving images or documents directly to a browser Storing files for distributed access Streaming video and audio
Performing secure backup and disaster recovery Storing data for analysis by an on-premises or Azure-hosted service 
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